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MONEY SPELL

With troubles around the world at the moment I have had a number of requests for a
money spell. In the book “Cast Real Spells” I discuss the basics of money magic and
everything in there about setting your intention applies doubly to money magic.
That said, there are so many approaches to money magic- indeed entire books have been
written on this one topic alone and they're still not close to exhausting the subject.
This spell I designed to bring a boost to your finances, perhaps a surprise bonus, prize
draw win, of unexpected gift. Something of that nature. It is not designed to fix long
standing money issues, nor will it work well for someone who has a history of financial
problems who has not yet dealt with their personal issues with money.
Treat is as a bit of fun and cast in playfully, then forget about it. Your windfall is on it's way.
Preparation
Take a while to imagine how it will feel to receive your extra cash, what you might do with
it. Focus on what mood you will experience, how that mood would actually feel if the
money were yours already. What sensations would you feel? How does the money look
in your purse or wallet? What does it smell like? Is it new and crisp? Or has it seen some
action and got a bit dog eared and soft? Remember a time when you had more than
enough money. How did you feel then? If this has not been the case, if you've never had
any extra, imagine what that must feel like. Create a symbol that represents all this to you
(see page 15 in either edition). Draw this symbol on a piece of green paper in gold ink.
Setting
If you like ritual, you can perform this spell in a circle (see page 22 in both digital and
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paperback editions). Unless you are already working with a symbolic system I would
recommend a light incense (often solar) and gold or deep yellow candles.

Setting (for use without a circle)
If you prefer to stay away from full blown magic circles, I would recommend that you you
create some kind of “barrier” for this one. You are going to be raising energy from some
lively Gods so you need something to contain it. There's no need for the complete circle,
but it won't harm to imagine a sphere of light springing up around you to contain the power
you are going to raise until you are ready to release it.
Opening
Start by stating your intent to create a windfall of cash safely, and with harm to none.
Remember a time when you had plenty of extra cash (this is where your preparation
comes in). Create that feeling now. Remember the sensations of excitement, satisfaction,
confidence etc.
Heart of the Spell
Focus on the symbol you prepared earlier. Imagine you can hear a humming sound in the
distance. Start to chant, “Shac, shac, shac,” etc. Look ahead and see a small sphere of
gold light approaching you. This is the source of the sound. As it gets nearer and bigger
the sound gets louder. Eventually, it enters your circle and I want you to visualize it being
compressed into a tiny sphere of concentrated energy as you press it down into the
symbol you have drawn. Keep chanting all the time.
At some point you will suddenly feel that yo have doe enough. You will know when that is.
Stop chanting, thank the Gods of prosperity for their help, and clear your circle if you have
one.
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The author and publisher of this work have over 38 years experience in magic and have made every effort to
produce an accurate and useful guide to magical practice. It is quite likely that the authorities where you live
do not believe in magic (for example - recent amendments to UK law mean that this product is offered for
entertainment value only and no magical results can be guaranteed) and therefore it is necessary to state:
This guide is produced to the best of the ability of the author. Magical practice is necessarily experimental,
so results cannot be guaranteed. You must satisfy yourself as to the legality and safety of any practical work
you undertake.
As much spell casting uses candles, incense, and other hot materials, please make sure you take adequate
fire precautions. We want you to come back and buy our other products, not lie in a hospital bed with severe
burns. Magicians are often portrayed with cowled robes and flowing sleeves etc. Whilst this can look really
impressive, remember FIRE will destroy any cool you have if you wave those sleeves too near the candles or
joss sticks.
You know what I'm trying to say here. Modern legislation practically requires me to remind you to keep
breathing whilst performing magic Be careful. Be safe.
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